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Abstract. A proper understanding of the general nature, potential and obligations of electronic services may be
achieved by examining existing commercial services in detail. The everyday services that surround us, and the
ways in which we engage with them, are the result of social and economic interaction that has taken place over a
long period of time. If we attempt to provide electronic services, and do not take this history into account, then
we will fail. Any attempt to provide automated electronic services that ignores this history will deny consumers
the opportunity to negotiate and refine, over a large range of issues, the specific details of the actual service to
be provided. To succeed, we require a rich and accurate means of representing services. An essential ingredient
of service representation is capturing the non-functional properties of services. These include the methods of
charging and payment, the channels by which the service is requested and provided, constraints on temporal and
spatial availability, service quality, security, trust and the rights attached to a service. Not only are comprehensive
descriptions essential for useful service discovery, they are also integral to service management, enabling service
negotiation, composition, and substitution. This paper builds on an understanding of services and their interactions,
to outline the non-functional properties of services and their uses.
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1. Introduction

Services are ubiquitous, yet there is no adequate standard for accurately describing them.
The need to describe a service is like the need to label goods or products in a supermarket.
A product label provides a brief summary of the good to which it is attached. Prospective
buyers can use this information, together with the price, to make a rational purchasing
decision. Product labelling occurs for the safety and benefit of purchasers. Why is the same
accurate labelling (or description) not provided for the benefit of service consumers?

∗This work is funded by an Australian Research Council SPIRT Grant entitled “Self-describing transactions
operating in a large, open, heterogeneous and distributed environment” involving QUT and GBST Holdings Pty
Ltd.
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Inadequate description triggers questions for a requestor. When you encounter a service
how do you request it? Where and when is the service available? By what means do you
access the service? What quality of service are you guaranteed? What is the identity of
the service provider? What payment and settlement models are available? What rights
do you have over the service? Where is the manifest that describes how the service is
composed? Once requested, what are the models of interaction that might occur during
its delivery? Current initiatives such as Universal Description, Discovery and Integration
(UDDI), the Web Services Description Language (WSDL) and the Web Services Flow
Language (WSFL) are attempting to provide a basis for business integration [12, 18, 30].
We argue that these initiatives lack the accuracy required to operate on services. Accurate
service description will benefit the following activities:

– Discovery: more rapid and accurate service discovery will be possible than is permitted
by existing catalogues or registries.

– Substitution: accurate service descriptions form a basis for comparing services, enabling
rational optimisation and negotiation, for example.

– Composition: service descriptions may be used to build new services, either statically or
dynamically.

– Management: based upon the rich service description languages and operations, archi-
tectures may be developed for managing repositories of service metadata. This metadata
could be used for many purposes including controlling and monitoring the discovery,
substitution and composition processes.

Whilst we acknowledge the importance of service functionality, this paper is primarily
concerned with the non-functional properties of services. A service is not a function. It
is a function performed on your behalf at a cost. And the cost is not just some monetary
price; it is a whole collection of limitations. This paper is all about these. We consider
the non-functional properties to be constraints over the functionality of the service [13].
We believe that a service description is only complete once the non-functional aspects
are also expressed. Service description initiatives now need to be focused on determining
the particular properties that should be represented and the degree of representation that
is required. This paper primarily focuses on the former of these issues. The sections that
follow attempt to define services, present their associated interactions, and more importantly
detail the non-functional properties (i.e. temporal and spatial availability, channels, charging
styles, settlement models and contracts, payment, quality, security, trust and rights) that
comprise services. Finally we offer an overview of how the non-functional properties of
services can be used to assist the service life cycle before presenting our conclusions.

2. What is a service?

Many definitions for services are based on technology. Some definitions of electronic ser-
vices (or e-services) use the Internet and/or workflow as a conduit to new revenue or task
completion [40, 42, 50]. A web service has been described as an aggregation of function-
ality published for use [27]. This is similar to the virtual business processes that define
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company-level interactions [28]. Other definitions offer a view of services as an abstraction
of a business process [10, 25, 45]. We assert that e-services exhibit minimal constraints
on the time and location of request. There may, however, be a delay between the request
and the execution. Such a delay may arise because of resource constraints or because of
human intervention required in the performance of the service. We believe that an e-service
is characterised by its ability to be automatically summoned anywhere, anytime.

Surrounding these definitions are three immutable features of services. Firstly, that ser-
vices are actions performed by an entity on behalf of another. Secondly, services are an
asset [40]. They have an inherent value that is transferred from the provider to the recipient.
Finally, services can be contained within other services (e.g. a warranty) [53]. We refer to
this relationship by describing some services as sub-services.

We consider services that contain other services (or sub-services) to be either an aggrega-
tion or a composition. Aggregations combine multiple services and provide access to them
in a single location. Telecommunications companies can be considered an example of ser-
vice aggregators. Services such as call forwarding, call diversion and voicemail, are brought
together and offered via the telephone. A composition is a tightly-coupled integration of
sub-services that results in value not present within the individual services. This added
value may be represented in terms of another service property (e.g. reduced price, increased
trust). Within a composition, each sub-service is a service in its own right and complex
inter-relationships may exist between the sub-services. Service composition should not be
confused with functional composition. It has a broader goal that needs to take into account
both functional and non-functional issues. It may be that we can (functionally) compose
a transportation service by articulating land and air transport services. We may equally
(non-functionally) compose some hitherto free service with a payment mechanism to form
a commercial version of the original service.

3. Service interactions

Service interactions include three primary participants, a service provider, a service re-
questor and a service catalogue (or registry) [10, 11, 17, 27]. A more detailed view has been
offered in [21]. A fourth participant, the service broker, is sometimes present in service
interactions. We consider service brokers (e.g. an insurance broker) to be entities that offer
services from multiple providers to a requestor. Service brokers attempt to add value to the
service provision process, sometimes protecting the identity of the service providers for
their own benefit. We identify four main interactions between these participants: discovery,
negotiation, invocation, and execution.

The recognition of a need, by a service requestor, triggers the search for suitable service
providers. Requestors with little or no knowledge of appropriate providers normally interact
with service catalogues. Catalogues are themselves normally well-known services that
compare the needs of a requestor against the advertised service descriptions it maintains.
The names of candidate providers, if available, are returned to the requestor. Requestors who
are aware of the appropriate provider(s) may bypass the provider search with a catalogue and
directly approach the provider. To be able to discover a service requires that it be defined,
somehow, and that this definition be published.
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Requestors contact candidate providers and undertake a series of interactions that refine
their knowledge about the functionality and the non-functional properties (e.g. availability
and quality) of each potential service. Generally, this negotiation results in a “service
contract” that outlines the obligations of each party, and that may or may not be enacted.
Requestors have the opportunity to refine their knowledge with respect to multiple candidate
providers before making the decision to enact a particular service.

Invocation is the term we use to identify the process which begins with the formation
of a binding agreement between requestor and provider. This is essentially a call for the
execution of a service. Invocation of the service contract also triggers the provisioning
and/or production of the service by the provider. Services can be invoked using different
forms of binding requests. These include electronic requests (e.g. URI or web page), verbal
requests (e.g. buying from a shop), written requests (e.g. invoice or letter), manual actions
(e.g. turning on the TV) and sensor-based requests (e.g. automated door, barcode scanner).

We refer to the delivery and consumption of a service as its execution, which normally
results in the fulfilment of each party’s obligations. Some services are delivered at a location
and time distinct from the invocation. For example, when booking a trip you might walk to
or phone your travel agent. The trip is booked and the service will be rendered at the airport,
at the nominated date and time. A specific instance of service delivery can occur within the
context of an existing service. This is evident when you catch a bus that is moving between
points A and Z. You request the service (i.e. hail and get on the bus) at point D and your
consumption of the service ends at point G (i.e. you get off). In the example provided it is
interesting to note that the service provider (i.e. the bus company) may deliver the service
and it is never consumed (i.e. the bus is driven from A to Z and nobody gets on). This is the
characteristic of perishability described in [53].

Consumption may involve the suspension and resumption of the service. Consumption is
also an optional aspect of a service (e.g. you receive a monthly newsletter and by throwing
it directly in the bin you are not consuming it).

4. Non-functional properties

We now present a discussion of the non-functional properties associated with services. As
previously mentioned we consider these non-functional properties to be constraints exhib-
ited over the functionality of the service. The non-functional properties of services include
temporal and spatial availability, channels, charging styles, settlement models, settlement
contracts, payment, service quality, security, trust and ownership. Each of the properties
presented in this section is deserving of a separate paper. Instead, we try to reveal sufficient
detail with respect to each non-functional property as to outline the complexity involved
with accurately describing them. The non-functional properties outlined in this paper have
been based on a review of existing commercial services. Other properties may be discovered
during the course of our research.

4.1. Availability

We consider availability to refer to the temporal (i.e. when) and spatial (i.e. where) con-
straints applied to a service. Availability is a complex property of services. For example,
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there are services that are regularly on the move (e.g. taxis, trains). There are also services
where an implicit understanding effects the advertised availability (e.g. when attending the
theatre, you need to be in the lobby prior to the start time so that seating can take place.)
Thirdly, there are services where there is a suspension and resumption (e.g. memberships).

4.1.1. Temporal and spatial issues. In representing complex spatio-temporal information
other issues, apart from those outlined, need to be addressed. Often, services quite inten-
tionally provide incomplete spatio-temporal information. For example, when you buy an
airline ticket you know the airport where the plane departs from. Further refinement occurs
at check-in to include a departure gate number, boarding time and a seat number. Availabil-
ity of a service may be specified with respect to another object (e.g. an emergency phone
is available 3 km south of a particular overpass on the freeway). This is also referred to
as orientation and is defined using the primary object, a reference object and a frame of
reference [15]. Different temporal representations can be used but they assume a “degree
of certainty” about the information being represented [3]. Uncertainty increases with a re-
duced frequency of sampling [39, 43]. How do we know that a bus will arrive according to
its timetable? We can assume that it will arrive on time or we can stand at the bus stop and
continually check. It is important that uncertainty is communicated to the service requestor.
Some services have exclusivity arrangements relating to their availability (e.g. an appoint-
ment for the doctor or hire of a conference centre). Location-based services (e.g. where is
the nearest hotel to where I am now?) also face the same representational challenges.

For decision-making reasons, service requestors may need to be aware of more than
just the availability of service request and delivery times. To enable accurate scheduling of
multiple services, the requestor may be specifically interested in the duration of the service
or the approximate completion time. These may be required when performing service
discovery, advertising, composition, and when determining service quality.

4.1.2. Temporal and spatial representation. Temporal representations need to support
various granularities or alternatively represent time as a relationship (e.g. service “X” be-
gins after service “Y”). Common temporal granularities include seconds, minutes, hours,
days, weeks, months and years. Approaches for capturing these granularities and their
relationships (e.g. finer-than, groups-into) have previously been offered [1, 7]. Temporal
database literature has well-defined terms such as chronon (non-decomposed unit of time),
time stamp, lifespan, event and interval [26]. Analogous to chronons is the concept of
a moment [2]. Each of these concepts offers insight into the expression of granularities
for temporal availability. A useful summary of the problems associated with using temporal
time stamps such as now are outlined in [14]. Another method for representing date and
time is the ISO standard 8601:2000 [24], which is intended for use in software to software
exchanges.

The artificial intelligence community uses dating schemes, constraint propagation and
duration-based schemes for temporal representation [3]. Within the spatio-temporal database
community sets of object, location, and time-stamp triplets have been used to represent time
evolving spatial objects [48]. Three temporal specification issues are outlined, each of which
is applicable to services: (1) data type support for service definition languages; (2) index
construction for service catalogs; and (3) query processing for service discovery.
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Spatial representations are used to describe topologies, orientation, shape, size and dis-
tance [15]. A discussion of spatial models and their classifications (comprehensiveness,
structure, theoretical foundation, modelling techniques) is found in [22]. Latitude, lon-
gitude and altitude (e.g. for planes) may also be useful for describing services. Repre-
sentation and indexing of moving-point objects is discussed in detail in [39, 43]. Ser-
vice routes (e.g. a bus route), and service regions (e.g. airports) will require spatial
representation.

Filtering is sometimes applied to limit the spatial availability of a service to some re-
questors. Some examples of filtering include calling a phone number that redirects the
requestor to the appropriate provider in your region, or franchises that operate only within
a specific suburb(s).

4.2. Channels

We consider service interactions to occur using a channel [20]. When attempting to describe
a channel we need to take into consideration its endpoints, the information being transmitted
and the interaction pattern that occurs over the channel. We categorise service description
initiatives into those that describe service functionality or non-functional properties, and
those that describe interactions with services.

Functionality and property description initiatives include the WSDL, the DARPA Agent
Markup Language for Web Services (DAML-S), IBM’s Web Service Endpoint Language
(WSEL), Corba’s Component Definition Language (CDL), and IBM’s Advertisement and
Discovery of Services (ADS) protocol [4, 12, 30, 35, 51]. Of these, WSDL and DAML-S
are the most relevant. WSDL attempts to describe channel endpoints (i.e. their interface,
protocol, bindings and operations). DAML-S provides a web service ontology aimed at
increasing the automation of services. Our work compliments DAML-S by providing a
foundation for the non-functional properties that require representation. All of the above
mentioned initiatives fail to fully address non-functional properties such as quality, settle-
ment models, settlement contracts, trust and rights.

Interaction initiatives are currently focused on representing choreographed dialogues
between service providers and service requestors. Generic languages include WSFL, the
Web Services Conversation Language (WSCL) and XLANG. IBM’s WSFL is a workflow-
like approach to assembling services [30]. WSCL is HP’s attempt to describe the legal
sequence of messages that can be exchanged between entities [6]. XLANG which is built
on WSDL, is used to describe business processes [47]. Numerous business-level initiatives
exist within this area (e.g. RosettaNet Partner Interface Processes [19] and BizTalk [38])
and we consider a comprehensive survey of these frameworks outside the scope of this
paper. We consider the ability to specify a service dialogue as a necessary component for
these initiatives.

Interactions may occur over channels utilising broadcast techniques. This is a means of
addressing an unknown number of providers (e.g. placing a wanted advertisement in the
classifieds section of a newspaper) or requestors (e.g. receiving news updates from a web
site). This technique is more common with delivery channels and is commonly referred
to as pushing. Broadcast channels have the unique property that they may not have been
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explicitly requested (e.g. a television or radio station) and additionally, may have no asso-
ciated request channel.

Services accessible by two different channels may offer overlapping or distinct operations
(e.g. a bank balance can be requested over the counter or via the Internet, however a bank
cheque can only be drawn over the counter). Channels may support varying properties or
characteristics such as temporal availability or price. Separation of the request and delivery
channels may introduce the need to acknowledge a request. In some cases this is provided
in the form of a receipt.

4.3. Charging styles

The styles presented here describe the charging technique applied by a service provider for
the use of its service. Three styles are identified: (1) per service request or delivery (e.g.
a fixed price local telephone call); (2) by unit of measure and granularity (e.g. by length,
volume, weight, area or time); and (3) on a percentage or ratio basis of some aspect of the
service (e.g. by commission).

Service providers may use an aggregation of charging styles. An example of this is a
telecommunications provider (e.g. AT&T, Deutsche Telecom). The services of a telco are
charged using multiple styles. This includes granular services such as per minute or second
phone calls (either interstate, international or mobile phone) and per month line rental.
Charges such as the initial connection fee and fixed cost local phone calls are charged on a
per service request basis.

Sometimes the charge for a service is redirected to another entity. An example of this is
a free web-based email service. No cost is applied to the service requestor but advertising
is used to pay for the service.

4.4. Settlement

Settlement is a process that reflects the mutual obligations of the provider and requestor,
with payment usually being an obligation of the requestor, and service delivery being that of
the provider. The settlement process is normally laid down by the provider, and is included
as part of their business model. The settlement process (and its sequence) is sometimes
defined by the service environment.

4.4.1. Settlement models. Packaging of obligations into a defined process results in a
settlement model, which reflects the ordering and relationship between each party’s obli-
gations. None of the settlement models presented in this section result in a transfer of
ownership (see Section 4.8). The service requestor does however consider some form of
value to be transferred during the provision process.

Two well-known settlement models are the transactional and the rental models. The
transactional model can be described simply as delivery for payment. It can be a one-off
delivery or include multiple deliveries of the same service. The later implies a longer term
relationship. The rental model is the familiar concept of being “on loan” (e.g. a video).
Within the rental model, explicit temporal or spatial constraints may be imposed by the
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service provider (e.g. (a) the video is to be returned by 6 pm tomorrow, or (b) when hiring
a conference centre the service is found at a physical address). Depending on the service,
rental may involve a short-term relationship (e.g. holiday unit) or long-term relationship
(e.g. local video store membership).

Specialised forms of the transactional model are (1) subscription, which normally implies
a long-term relationship; (2) metered, which is almost identical to the basic transactional
model, tracks consumption of the service except that the relationship may also impose
restrictions making it difficult to change to another service provider; (3) facilitated, in
which the provider acting as a conduit or facilitator to another service provider (e.g. broker
or financial planner); (4) escrow, which is used when there is an identified trust issue,
and where the parties lodge their obligation with the escrow organisation; and (5) swap,
where the parties agree that the services being traded are of equal value, and no payment is
involved.

Multi-party settlements vary in their degree of binding between the parties involved. A
tightly bound third-party might include a credit card provider (e.g. a bank) and a loosely
bound third-party might include a company that provides software used during service
provision (e.g. an accounting package).

Service providers sometimes trigger the obligations of the service requestor by using a
request for payment or an invoice. This may indicate that the service provider has completed
its obligations.

4.4.2. Settlement contracts. Attached to the service may be a list of terms and conditions.
These conditions are formalised in a contract and govern the responsibilities of all parties
involved in the service request and provision. Contracts are considered binding agreements
between parties [9]. Types of settlement contracts in an offline environment include (1) a
Bill of Lading, which defines details of transportation (e.g. who, what, where) and what
happens should something go wrong; and (2) a Promissory Note, which outlines the terms
and conditions of a loan (e.g. required repayments, interest rate and policies surrounding
the loan). More familiar examples include the terms and conditions associated or expressed
with items such as credit card applications, tickets for transportation or entertainment, and
policies (e.g. insurance). We assert that these contracts are representations of the promises
of each party. Both parties must be agreeable with respect to the contract before it is invoked.
An implementation of the infrastructure required for electronic contracts is outlined in [23].
In the case of a warranty, contracts may prove to extend the life of a service beyond the
initial transfer of value.

Recourse is available in some cases to either the service provider or the service requestor.
In cases where obligations of either party are not realised there may be some level of
re-negotiation performed. A contracting protocol that includes the ability to decommit is
outlined in [44].

4.5. Payment obligations

Payment obligations may be required at any stage (e.g. upfront, in arrears, staged install-
ments) in the service invocation, provision and execution process. These obligations are
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normally outlined to the service requestor as part of the negotiation process and are in-
cluded in any attached settlement contracts. Service providers or their surrounding envi-
ronment determine a valid set of payment instruments that are used to fulfil this important
obligation of the service requestor. Payment instruments are used within the context of a
payment model. The entities and information flows associated with payment models have
previously been outlined in [37]. Additionally we recognise that payment protocols (e.g.
Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications [46]) are sometimes used
as a mechanism for controlling the flows within these models.

We consider the term payment instruments to be relatively self-explanatory. We con-
sider payment instruments to include items such as cash, cheques, direct funds transfers,
credit or charge cards, travellers’ cheques, wire transfers, postal or money orders, securities
(i.e. stocks, options, warrants), bank bills, vouchers, stored value cards, digital cash and
anonymous cash. A useful summary of payment instrument dimensions is provided in [31].

4.6. Service quality

Service quality is a measure of the difference between expected and actual service provision.
It is a complex and largely domain-specific property. From the viewpoint of the requestor,
it measures the competence of the provider to deliver a service [29, 41]. The most notable
work on measuring customer perceptions of service quality is SERVQUAL [36]. This
work produced scale that measured perceived service quality along five dimensions: the
dependability and accuracy of the service (reliability); the promptness and the willingness
of staff to assist (responsiveness); attributes, such as knowledge and courtesy, of staff that
conveyed trust and confidence to the user (assurance); the level of caring and personalised
attention provided to the requestor (empathy); and concrete or physical aspects of the
service, such as cleanliness (tangibles).

Service providers may commit to providing a certain level of quality. This commitment
is sometimes formalised using a Service Level Agreement. Service level agreements can
be considered as binding contracts that are agreed between a service provider and service
requestor. Penalties are normally imposed for non-compliance. Commitment to a service can
be bound into the contracting protocol [44]. This offers a method of backing out of a service,
assuming that the agreed penalty is paid. Service providers also use guarantees or warranties
to express commitment to a service. A useful survey of service quality frameworks is outlined
in [5].

4.7. Security and trust

Security and trust are foundational properties for electronic service provision. The issues
surrounding their use in services are outlined below. We do not discuss possible represen-
tations for either of these topics.

4.7.1. Security. Security is increasingly being viewed as a mandatory component for fa-
cilitating electronic commerce. It alleviates concerns relating to identity, privacy, alteration
and repudiation of information transferred between parties [8]. We commonly think about
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“on-the-wire” security that pertains to the request and delivery channels of a service, es-
pecially when the payment obligation of the service requestor is being finalised. Security
protocols such as the Secure Sockets Layer are becoming widespread for this role. Com-
mon approaches to security within organisations involve the implementation of a Public
Key Infrastructure (PKI).

We believe that individual aspects of service descriptions should be secured. Think of a
service provider who provides distinct descriptions for retail and wholesale clients (e.g. the
wholesaler’s description would normally include a different price). This concept is similar
to visibility rules in [49]. Alternatively, multiple advertisements could be generated by a
service provider with access controls applied based on the type of requestor accessing the
information.

Security becomes a decidedly more complex property in the context of sub-services.
We propose the following questions. (1) When a client interacts with a service and au-
thenticates it, should they also authenticate all the sub-services? Do we require security
certificates that validate aggregations or compositions of sub-services? (2) How do you
secure a service to stop it from being composed within another service? Securing the dis-
covery of the service may be an alternative [16]. (3) What are the implications for a service
when some sub-services require security and others don’t? (4) What happens when sub-
services have differing policies with respect to client information? How do you express the
security surrounding the client information to the service requestor? (5) What constitutes an
infringement to a security promise? How are infringements managed (e.g. penalty payment,
removal from a composition)?

4.7.2. Trust. It is easy to become very philosophical when discussing trust. As humans
we use trust in a subjective manner for almost everything we do. A useful discussion of
trust is offered in [33], where it is suggested that trust is a reinforcing attribute that balances
perceived risk, cost and benefit. These same concerns are present in the service provision
process.

Trust can be both mutual (i.e. a service provider doesn’t trust the service requestor and
vice-versa) and exclusive (e.g. the service provider trusts the service requestor but the service
requestor doesn’t trust the provider). A model for information flow within systems where
mutual distrust is present has been offered in [34]. Service requestors largely view trust
from two perspectives: whether they trust the intentions of a service provider and whether
they trust the competence of a service provider.

Reputation mechanisms are an attempt to embody trust. Two such mechanisms have
been offered to address the issues of misrepresentation and alteration in electronic mar-
ketplaces [52]. The implementation of reputation mechanisms may be useful but concepts
from non-electronic service provision may prove useful. People tend to be satisfied that
when acting within a group they will be able to increasingly trust a service provider.

The following questions arise with respect to trust in service provision. (1) How do you
represent the trust of service providers or service requestors within a particular context? This
question arises from a definition of reputation—“the amount of trust inspired by a particular
person in a specific setting or domain of interest” [52]. (2) In a decentralised system how is
knowledge relating to trust distributed, particularly changes to the perception of trust for a
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party? (3) How do you trust a composition (e.g. service A is composed from sub-services
X, Y and Z)? Can an external party validate a service and/or provide a level of reputation
based on previous interactions? (4) What are the implications or penalties for parties that
are distrustful? (5) Does access to the past performance of a service provider reduce the
perceived risk of the service requestor?

4.8. Ownership and rights

Provision of goods usually results in a change of ownership from the service provider to
the service requestor. Services don’t involve a transfer of ownership. Service providers
typically own the intellectual property associated with the provision process. However,
service requestors do have a limited set of rights that are associated with a service. These
rights provide a degree of control over the request and consumption of the service.

The rights available to service requestors with most services include the following. The
right to comprehend: service requestors should be able to question the provider with the
intention of better understanding a service. The right to retract: once an advertised service
offer has been refined into a service contract, via negotiation between the service provider
and the service requestor, the service requestor can choose not to request an instance of
that service. The service requestor maintains the right to request the service from another
service provider. The right of premature termination: requestors may have the ability to
prematurely terminate a service. The service provider may continue provision of the service
(e.g. a movie continues to play if you get up and walk out) and may choose to apply some
form of penalty for partial consumption. The latter is common in the mobile phone industry
where penalties apply for early termination of mobile phone plan contracts. The right of
suspension: interrupting the delivery and therefore the consumption of a service can act as
a useful method for extending the service provision process. An example of a suspension
is asking the milkman to not deliver while you are on holidays. Correspondingly, the right
of resumption: continues the delivery and consumption of a previously suspended service.

5. The use of non-functional properties

Non-functional properties can be used during the numerous operations of services. The
service life cycle is controlled, by the service provider, from conception, to decommissioning
where a service is no longer to be offered. It typically involves the definition (or creation),
advertisement, invocation, and decommissioning. All these aspects form part of the general
evolution of a service.

Once a service has been defined, one or more descriptions can be generated. These
descriptions, sometimes referred to as advertisements or offers, are normally published with
a catalogue. Matchmaking is conducted by catalogues using the search criteria provided
by a requestor and the descriptions from service providers. Currently service descriptions
are primarily static and are insufficient to allow detailed refinement to occur at the service
catalogue. Services, and consequently their descriptions, may require modification as a
result of interactions with service requestors, other service providers or their surrounding
environment.
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5.1. Discovery

As mentioned in Section 3, we consider discovery to be the process of finding candidate ser-
vice providers. This does not include the refinement of the requestor’s understanding of the
service. Service catalogues (e.g. YellowPages) currently maintain lists of service providers
categorised according to proprietary classification schemes. Non-functional properties are
largely restricted to the temporal (e.g. 24×7) and spatial (e.g. address) availability, a request
channel (e.g. a telephone number) and possibly a geographic region. Temporal and spatial
availability for all request and delivery channels, quality of service, rights of the requestor
over the service, settlement models, charging styles, security and trust are not currently
provided by catalogues to requestors. Inclusion of these non-functional properties within
a published description allows for more detailed refinement to occur through the service
catalogue.

For example, a requestor located in Canada, wishes to discover a service that provides
stock quotes from the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. The requestor wants to ensure that the
following non-functional properties are addressed by the provider: (1) that the software
is developed according to the ISO 9001:2000 quality standard, (2) that the request and
delivery channel is the web, (3) that the settlement model is subscription-based, (4) that the
charging style is by a unit of measure (i.e. time) and granularity based (i.e. monthly), (5) that
payment can be made in US dollars, (6) that the information is no more than 20 minutes
old, (7) that username and password security is required to access the service, (8) that they
trust the service provider based on the fact that greater than 100,000 people currently utilise
the service, and (9) that they have the right to terminate the service after six months with
only 2 weeks notice. For non-vague service requestors, this type of service discovery is not
currently possible. It is hoped that this level of description and matchmaking will reduce
the need to contact providers only to discover the requestor’s requirements do not match
the supplied service. Publishers may wish to target specific catalogues with a more detailed
description, whilst providing a high-level overview at other catalogues.

5.2. Substitution

Substitution uses accurate service descriptions to allow rational optimisation of sub-services
within a composition. Taking two services A and B and combining them sequentially may
be easy to conceptualise. Service A may be an electronic news report and service B an
electronic weather report. If we try to outsource them then difficulties arise. A may only
be offered in the USA and B in Chile. Pretty useless if you live in Australia; and pretty
useless too if A is available on weekdays and B only on weekends. If, as virtual ser-
vice builders, we want to configure such a composite service, then the non-functional
properties of contributing services must be examined carefully. This discussion raises
the notion of substitutability in the context of composition. In software engineering, there
are established rules about the substitution of one function by another. These rules are cap-
tured in the approach known, not coincidentally, as programming by contract. There, we
may substitute one function F by another G if G has weaker preconditions and stronger
postconditions.
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Suppose we have, at some time in the past, composed a configuration that contains A,
and we encounter another potential service A′. It seems safe to assume that, if A is only
available on weekdays but A′ is available seven days a week then, all other things being
equal, we can substitute the newer one. Thus we may anticipate a number of substitution
guidelines. A′ may be substituted for A provided:

A′ is cheaper than A
A′ is more spatially available than A
A′ is more temporally available than A

These rules may be compared with weakening the preconditions; for example, a service
that is more geographically available has, essentially, weaker conditions attached to its
use. Other properties may be associated with the concept of postcondition. For example,
a service with stronger consumer rights may always be substituted for one with weaker
obligations.

5.3. Composition

Composition is a way of defining a new service. Static or dynamic composition requires
an accurate and detailed understanding of the services involved. Composition produces
tightly-coupled integration between sub-services to ensure that value is added over the sum
of the individual services. As a composer of services, discovery and substitution are integral.
Discovery provides an opportunity to determine service providers that can be included in
a composition, whilst substitution is useful for existing compositions where a sub-service
needs to be replaced. Lets look at an example. An entity determines that they would like to
compose a new service that provides hotel and car rental bookings. An appropriate hotel
reservation service, and a vehicle reservation service must be found. The new service is
to exhibit the following non-functional properties (1) it is to provide a single settlement
model, (2) it is restricted in spatial availability accommodation and car hire in France, (3) it
is restricted to service requestors from Australia, (4) the accommodation is rated as greater
than 3 stars, and (5) the vehicles need to be restricted to carrying greater than 4 people. The
composing entity needs to discover services that meet the specified criteria. To undertake
this in a dynamic manner, sufficient functional and non-functional information must be
included with its published description.

5.4. Management

Rich repositories of service metadata provide an opportunity for monitoring and controlling
the operations that occur on that metadata (e.g. discovery, substitution, composition, execu-
tion). Existing service management architectures that support composition include Aurora
and DySCo [32, 40]. We suggest that any service management architecture that aims to
monitor or control service life cycle operations will need to recognise these operations by
means of a rich service description language. However, such a system will need to do more.
These systems may be relied on to establish that the behaviour of a service, as delivered,
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is consistent with the service as specified in a contract is a highly important issue. Con-
formance may have legal consequences. How can it be demonstrated, by examination of a
trace or otherwise, that a service was or is being properly delivered?

Additionally, service management repositories offer opportunities for the development
of comparative tools that evaluate services “side by side” and that are capable of tracking
the evolution of a particular service or type of service. As services evolve, consequently
their descriptions should also reflect that metamorphosis. Evolution of a service can be the
result of (a) interactions with either requestors or service composers, (b) changes to the
environment that surrounds a service, (c) the need to alter the functionality, or (d) impetus
from the changing constraints or non-functional properties over the service. Mechanisms
that implement non-functional properties (e.g. security, trust and channels) will evolve
with standards from the relevant domains. Service evolution is likely to be constrained by
the existing commitments that service providers have to delivering a service. The need to
administer evolving service descriptions questions the need to include expiry conditions
(e.g. temporal constraints) within the description. This provides a mechanism for updating
cached descriptions. A similar mechanism is provided in HTML metadata.

6. Conclusions

Whilst acknowledging the importance of service functionality, this paper has attempted to
highlight the issues associated with non-functional service properties. Within this paper we
have taken the view that service description is only complete once the non-functional aspects
are also expressed. We believe that the ability to richly and accurately describe services has
applicability in the areas of electronic service discovery, substitution, composition and
management. An increased level of service property information will also facilitate more
thorough decision-making by a service requestor. This paper has been motivated by the
everyday services that surround us, and the ways in which we engage with them. We
believe that the historical interactions, both social and economic, of commercial services
offer strategic insight for the success of electronic service initiatives.
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